enhancement in the shinni range (positive part of the SZ effect) and a lower level in the millimeter rance tnegaine pant Using ground based radotelcscopc. several groups tune. now detected the negaute pan of the SZ effect on some clusters of galaxies But, up to PRON.AOS.SP11. it was not possible to detect the positive pan To reach such a measurement. it IS necessan to use tcrt setts-line and accurate pointed space borne instrumentation The first detection of the positive part of the SZ effect. was the nain obtectne of the PRONAOS -SP41 protect Four clusters of galaxies were abbsened during the second PRONAOS -SPN1 flight Two of them were observed in nominal conditions. with total integration time reaching two hours per each For the cluster A478 his location. at rather low galactic latitude induces :t detection pcnurbated las galactic dust emissions pro cluing a clean measurement of the SZ postine pan For the cluster A2161 a significant bnehtncss excess was measured in the his direction in both hands I and 4 The unexpected excess m hand ; can be interpreted b comparing the PRONAOS -SPM obstination to complementan measurements we bane made at shover wavelength using ISO (see figure 1 2 1 The relatne bnehtncss obsencd in the direction of the cluster tin respect to the average surounding ski i can be interpreted bw flic addition of two components the SZ effect and a residual dust emission So. with PRONAOS-SP NI the first detection of the postinve tan of the SZ effect has been made ICSO , France International Conference on Space Optics -
